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• WORSHIP:
Learn more
about the
new praise
and worship
major being
piloted this
semester. See
page 3.

• AND ITS
GOOD:
Follow the
Lady
Flames on
their quest
for a sixth
title. See
pages 8, 10.

• PIZZA: Be
the first to
complete
the crossword puzzle
and win
pizza from
the Hangar.
See page 5.
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TUESDAY
Mostly sunny.
High 72, Low 43.
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Showers.
LW High 59, Low 37.

THURSDAY
Mostly cloudy.
High 54, Low 34.

SATURDAY
Mostly sunny.
High 49, Low 27.

FRIDAY
Rain/Snow.
,V High 36, Low 27.

SUNDAY
Mostly sunny.
High 51, Low 28.
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LU actors perform internationally
Compiled from
various news agencies

John Walker Lindh
faces the court
A clean-shaven John Walker
Llndh made his first appearance
In an American courtroom In
Alexandria, Va. on Thursday, Jan.
24. Llndh said in federal court
that he understood the charges
that were being filed against him.
Lindh was charged with two
counts of providing material support, one count of engaging in
prohibited action with a terrorist
group, along with conspiracy
charges.

Suicide Bombings
rock Jerusalem
Downtown Jerusalem was
again the target of a suicide bombing. At least one Israeli was killed
and more than 110 were wounded
when the explosives were detonated on Sunday, Jan. 27. The
suspected Palestinian suicide
bomber was a woman. No one has
yet claimed responsibility, but
Israel said it held Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat responsible.

Cheney refuses to
reveal energy notes
Vice President Dick Cheney
defended on Sunday, Jan. 27, his
refusal to hand over information
to Congress about his closed-door
energy task force meetings.
The General Accounting Office
wants information about last
year's meetings. Though the issue
Is not new, it has gained steam
since the controversy surrounding the fall of Enron.
Enron, once a giant energy corporation, collapsed last month In
the biggest bankruptcy filing in
U.S. history. They were accused of
mishandling funds and shredding
documents and some suggest
that Enron benefited from ties
with Bush administration officials.

Gender-Neutral Bible
America's best-selling modem
Bible is soon to be updated using
gender-neutral wording. The revision will be called Today's New
International Version."

LaHaye, Hindson
to speak on Bible
prophecy

By Mariel Williams, reporter
By Diana Bell, editor in chief
The cast and crew of LU's production of "The Scarlet Pimpernel" took
their performance on the road—all
the way to Canada.
The trip was sponsored by a Canadian businessman who asked director
Linda Nell Cooper to bring the play to
his hometown and church.
Cooper first heard from sports broker Al Howell last fall, she said. Howell saw the opening night performance of T h e Scarlet Pimpernel" and
was Impressed enough with the show
that he was wililng to pay for the
whole cast, crew and set to be transported to Niagara Falls, Ontario, to
perform.
At midnight on J a n . 16, the cast
began the 13-hour bus trip to
Ontario. In Niagara Falls, they were
surprised to see that their fame had
preceded them. Howell had advertised the coming show extensively.
"Every place we went, we saw the
newspaper, TV ads [and] radio ads
about us," Cooper said.
T'le-fcO-prCTdWrtlOirWas the Canadian premiere of the show. Because
of this, the show was given prominent
placement on the official Broadway
Web site.
T h e y (the cast] will forever be a
part of Broadway history because of
that," Cooper said.
The play was Friday night and Saturday night at Kingston College in
Niagara. Cooper felt that the players
gave their best performances In Niagara, even though it had been months
since the play was last performed.
Junior Jennifer McCarron, who

While you may not fulfill prophecy
by coming to Thomas Road Baptist
Church on Feb. 2,
you will learn all
youVe ever wanted
to know about biblical prophecy.
"A Day of
Prophecy," hosted
by TRBC, will feature Dr. Tim
LaHaye, author of
LAHAYE
the best-selling "Left Behind" series,
and Dr. Ed Hindson, religion professor.
The first session will be held from 9
a.m. to noon and the second session
will be held 1-3 p.m.
A few of the topics scheduled to be
covered during the one-day conference
include: "Bible Prophecy and the War
on Terrorism," "Is the Anti-Christ Alive
Today?" "Why Should We Study Bible
Prophecy?" "What Will It be Like to be
Left Behind?" and other topics related
to the end times.
SU.H".
u J c u l a .»n<\ T R D C m e m b e r s u r c

JOHN FISHER

FRENCH REVOLUTION ON STAGE— Cast members of the Scarlet Pimpemei performed the
play for crowds in Canada eariy this semester.
played a lady of the court, agreed.
"It's funny, because after a month
off, you'd think that we'd be a little
rusty, b u t the performances there
were better than they had been here,"
McCarron said.

Audience members came from as
far away as Pennsylvania to see the
show.

Please see PIMPERNEL, page 4

hot the only ones encouraged to take
advantage of this conference. Community members are also encouraged to
attend. "It is an opportunity to hear the
number one selling Christian author in
America today, and also to study Bible
prophecy In light of current events,"
Hindson said.
The conference is free of charge and
lunches will be available for purchase.
Those attending will also receive a copy
ofLaHaye's book, "Mind Siege." Those
planning to attend must register at
http://reglster.trbc.org or call 2399281.

Hangar changes and expands menu
By Kristy Mullendore,
ad manager

Reporter abducted,
held at gunpoint
Wall StreetJournal reporter
Daniel Pearl, who has been missing since Wednesday, was
abducted In Islamabad, Pakistan.
According to Journal
. spokesman Steven Goldstein,
Pearl was shown being held at
gunpoint In four photos in an emall received by a Journal correspondent.
Writing on the photos Indicated
that the abductors think Pearl is a
spy for the Centra] Intelligence
Agency, Goldstein said. He said
that Pearl had no connection with
the CIA or U.S. Government
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CHECK OUT THE NEW M E N U - The Hangar upgrades
and consolidates to speed up service time.

Quesadlllas and calzones
and Jalapeno munchers, oh
myl Is this a food addict's version of the song from T h e Wizard of Oz"? No, It's Just a part
of the Hangars' expanded
menu.
LU President John Borek
promised changes to the
Hangar In an e-mail sent out
to students on Dec. 10. The
Hangar expanded Its seating
by adding 34 tall chairs to go
with the tall, round tables
already In the Hangar. The new

chairs bring the total seating capacity to
110, according to Retail Manager John
Thommen.
"It's so convenient to have the new
seating, because now you can actually
find a seat," senior Sarah Keene said.
The Runway Grill and The Landing
now feature expanded menus. According to Thommen there were three reasons for changing the menus: the need
for a consistent, cost-effective menu,
greater variety and speed.
"[Speed] has really been the primary
driving factor," Thommen said.
Sandwiches and hamburgers are
now prepared ahead of time Instead of
when ordered. A condiment bar has
been set up for students to add what

Smith appointed new LUPD chief
By Julleanna Outten, asst. news edttor
A new leader has taken up the
reins as Chief of the Liberty University Police Department. On Dec.
21, 2001 Randall E. Smith, Jr. officially replaced Don T. Sloan and
began work under his newly
appointed position.
Sloan resigned as chief In order
to accept an offered position as
Chief Deputy/Under Sheriff in the
Lynchburg Sheriffs Office. That
puts Sloan second In command of
Lynchburg under Sheriff Ron
Gilllsple.
Glllispie, former lieutenant of

the LUPD, was elected as sheriff In
November 2001. Sloan served as
LUPD chief from 1997-2001.
Smith was appointed chief by
LU President John Borek. Smith
comes to the position with much
experience In the university and In
criminal law and Instruction.
Though he did not know the
exact reasons why he was chosen
to be chief, Smith said, "I feel that
due to my experience with the university and my training background and my years of service
with the administration, I received
this appointment."
Commenting on Smith's

appointment, Borek said, "Liberty
Is pleased to have an experienced
individual like Chief Smith to fill
this critical post. He Is a fine officer and knows the department and
the university well. We look forward to the ways In which he will
build upon the solid foundation of
professionalism and service established by Don Sloan."
Smith has served as part of the
university police since 1993, three
years before it became the LUPD.

Please see CHIEF, page 4

special touches they want. The new
menu and procedures "don't mean that
the line Is going to be shorter. But when
you get to the register,. 90 seconds later
you walk away with your [order]. That's
where the difference is," Thommen said.
"[The condiments bar] Is good when
it's not busy. I guess if It cuts down the
time It takes to serve the food, overall
It's a good Idea," Junior Nlckl Cain-Ash
said.
The Runway Grill now offers chicken
Phllly cheese steak, quesadlllas, pork
BBQ sandwiches, nachos,

Please see HANGAR, page 2

Sam Towns dies in crash
Dr. Stephen
"Sam" Towns,
professor,
Chairman of
Religion and
Director of
EDP, 45, died
on J a n . 26,
According to state
police, Towns' truck
ran off the road on US
29, struck a guardrail
and overturned. He
was later taken to the
UVa. Medical Center,
where he died.
Towns Is survived by
his wife, Karen Marie

Lauderdale
Towns; two children, Bradford
Elmer Franklin
Towns, 3, Collyn
Stephanie Towns,
5; two step-children, Bryce Lewis
Harker and Kristen
Bellamy Harker. He was
the son of Dr. Elmer L.
and Ruth Forbes Towns.
Funeral services will
be held Tuesday, J a n ,
29 at 3 p.m. at
Thomas Road Baptist
Church. Internment
will follow at Virginia
Memorial Park.
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Education grant increases learning experience
By Laurie Williams, reporter

effectiveness of the partnership. Grlbbln
must submit periodic update reports for
both grants.
The Liberty University Education
There are currently 12 students
Department launched a pilot program
enrolled In the program with six In elethis year that allows 12 education stumentary schools, two In middle schools
dents the opportunity to take part in a
and four In high schools. Although
mentorshlp with teachers In local Beddemanding at times, there are numerous
ford County schools.
benefits to the program.
In previous years, students observed
"There are so many advantages to this
a classroom setting the semester before
program. We are with the same teacher
they began student teaching. Unfortuand the same class for a year, which Is
nately, they received little feedback
great, and we also have the opportunity
from the teacher In charge, and the folto Improve our resumes," senior Christy
lowing semester, they student taught In
Hart said.
another class or sometimes In a comMIKETROXEL
The grant money Is also being used to
pletely different school.
GOT MENTORSHIP?— LU education majors learn more about the
develop an electronic portfolio for educa"The education field Is short of teach- mentorship program at an informational meeting.
tion students. Students are able to scan
ers because retention Is poor. The stuanything from art projects to video clips onto
Her and more often in their programs and give
dent-teaching process Is so difficult and we
a disk to give to prospective employers in conthem more experience In clinical settings,"
are trying to alleviate that," project director
junction with their resume.
Grlbbln said.
and Dean of the School of Communications,
"The importance of the electronic portfolio
This is all made possible through the
Dr. William Grlbbln, said.
is the ability to display evidence of student
allowance of two grants. The Virginia BusiIn the new program, students monitor a
performance," Gribbin said.
ness Educational Partnership gave the school
classroom under the paid mentorshlp of a
However, when the money from these
$15,000 for compensation of mentor teachschoolteacher and then begin student teachgrants runs out, It will be up to Bedford
ers, technical equipment, consultants and
ing In the same classroom, under the same
County schools to evaluate whether or not the
other Incidental costs such as administration.
direction, the next semester. In doing this,
program is worth continuing. If the answer Is
The second grant comes from the U.S.
the student-teacher relationship Is mainyes, then private community support must be
Department of Education In the amount of
tained, and the experience becomes more
solicited in order for the program to carry on
roughly $12,000. This helps pay for expenses
beneficial for both the student and the
in the future.
such as travel and office supplies, but it also
teacher.
"We need to get education students out ear
pays the school to conduct research on the

"Breaking Free"

WreakitHf
The Dean of Women will be hosting a Bible
[free •
study using Beth Moore's book and video
By Meissa Coleman, reporter
An unseen battle rages everyday."
Men and women are held captive by
fears, problems, complacency or a host
of other hindrances. Now is the time to
be set free.
Beginning on Feb. 4, "Breaking
Free", a women's in-depth Bible study,
will be offered on Mondays from 7 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m. This video series, by
author Beth Moore, teaches women
how to overcome the strongholds In
their lives and gain freedom In Christ
through God's Word.
This study is based on passages
from Isaiah that present a comparison
between the captive Israelites and the
i s s u e s Uiai Wnil Christians uxUy.

Dean of Women Michelle Matthews
will be leading the Bible study, which
will also Include a prayer and discussion time. Meetings will be held In
Demoss Hall 1090.
"I'm really looking forward to meeting new people and doing a Bible Study
by Beth Moore," sophomore Sara Carl,
who found out about "Breaking Free"
from the Student Splash Page, said.
"I was looking for a Bible Study, and
a friend highly recommended Beth
Moore," freshman Corrle Schweinsberg
said.
"Beth Moore's contagious joy, love
for the Savior, and energetic teaching
style are having a profound effect on
women who desire to learn more about
God and grow In their relationship with
him," a brochure about "Breaking
Free" said.
Last semester over 100 students
attended the popular series on Song of
Solomon. There are already 50 girls
signed up for this series, but there Is
seating for up to 100.

.' I {nki^fyi^l^ % ( *A '/

"We try to
offer a Bible
study for the
students every
semester,"
Matthews
said. When asked why she chose this
particular Bible study Matthews
answered, "This study presents the
Word of God in such a way that His love
for us is clearly seen, in a powerful and
life changing way."
Matthews attended Moore's conference last fall after reading her book,
"Praying God's Word." Moore has also
written books such as "A
Heart Like His", "Jesus, the One and
Only", and "Whispers of Hope".

Engaged?
Want the
world to
know?

NlaUhews expressed tier sincere

desire for the women to attend this
study, "I feel like I have been set free,
and I want to share those keys with
others."
"Breaking Free" emphasizes not only
how the unsaved are Imprisoned, but
also how Christians are "held by anything that hinders the abundant and
effective Sprit-filled life God planned for
him or her."
The study reveals God's plan for
Christians to triumph over the
restraints of sin by fully submitting to
God.
"Breaking Free" Is an 11 - week Bible
study which covers 10 different topics
and a one- week preview of the series.
Women who are looking for a challenging and life changing study of
God's Word are encouraged to attend
this series. All students who are interested in signing up can contact the
Dean of Women's Office at ext 2313.

For just $5, you can have your
engagement announced in the
Champion in our special
Valentine's issue on Feb. 5.
Pictures must be submitted to
the Champion office (DH 1035)
by Jan. 29. If you have an
especially creative, interesting
or funny engagement story, let
us know! Pick up a form from
one of the bulletin boards
around campus.

m Price
By Chris Price, columnist
Let me start this column off by saying that I have not
had adequate amounts of sleep In the last week, so 1 am a
little cranky. It seems that I neverfeelrested even If I
sleep late. I slept until two In the afternoon yesterday,
and woke up feeling as If I hadn't slept In years. When
you are tired and cranky, little things begin to bug you, so
here is a list of things that have been bugging me
recently.
Mike Tyson—What in the world is this guy's problem?
In case you missed it, he went ape crazy at a pre-nght
press conference rushing Lennox Lewis, starting a riot In
which he allegedly bit Lewis's leg. How far can one man
fall down in terms of respectability? Here is a man that
went from having one of the greatest Nintendo games
ever named after him, to getting beat twice by Evander
Holyfleld, who had to be nearing his 80th birthday, and
In the latter of the two beatings the only thing he could do
was take a chunk of the man's ear. Now he goes nuts and
tries to bum rush Lewis, then verbally attacks the media.
This is all after he said in an Interview that he wanted to
eat Lewis' children. He followed that statement up with
praise to Allah. What kind of mind can think that up?
When Stephen King watched that interview he probably
even thought that was too twisted. Lock this man up.
My shower—First thing is the water pressure. The
water in my shower drips out at the sloWest pace, it Is so
slow that it evaporates before it hits thefloor.It is like
takinga shower in a steam machine. You feel like you
have been dry cleaned when you get out of there. When it
actually works well, you get afinemist for about 30 seconds at a time. 1 feel like a gorilla in the rainforest In
there. And let's not even talk about the hot water situation. Ifwe as a country can put a man on the moon, construct buildings that reach hundreds of feet in the air,
and send information from computer to computer over
telephone lines, then we have to be able to get a shower to
have hot water for more than seven minutes at a time.
Thafs not too much to ask.
Waiters getting my order wrong—I am a very relaxed
person, and Wouldn't ever send anything back at a
restaurant regardless ofwhat happened. A waiter could
spit on my food after he rolled it through a tunnel of hay,
dirt and a pile of hair off a barbershopfloor,and ! would
tell him it was great But the other day at a restaurant
thatwill remain nameless I ordered a Buffalo chicken
sandwich. Instead of them saying they were out of them,
they gave me what they considered to be a reasonable
substitute. They gave me a sandwich made of country
fried steak with buffalo sauce. They didn't eventellme
that's what they did, they Just let me bite into it unsuspecting. Here is ahlnt Buffalo beef Is nasty.
Well I need to get some sleep so I can get in a better
mood. When it comes to life's aggravations, The Price Is
Right

Say Thanks to an LU Employee!
More nominations are
needed for the
Modern Day Hero
Award. Nominate any
LU employee who is
"a low profile individual making a high
kingdom impact...."

Please send
your email to
moderndayhero@
liberty.edu

® TOYOTA

CelicaThe Inside Story
On the outside, it's easy to see that Celica is race-track

&gm.

inspired. But the real excitement is on the inside...under the
hood. Take the Celica GT-S..Toyota worked with Yamaha to
build a 180 HP engine redlined at 7800 RPM...equipped it
with Variable Valve Timing with intelligence...a computer

www.gettoyota.com

that constantly monitors and retunes your engine for maximum performance...a cam with two sets of lobes to provide
two ranges of valve lift and duration for more usable horsepower. There's direct ignition for greater reliability...
iridium-tipped spark plugs for reduced maintenance...a
stainless steel exhaust manifold...a water-cooled oil cooler.
And mated with Toyota's 4-speed electronically-controlled
automatic "Sportshift", you get transmission shift switches
on the steering wheel...just like Formula 1 race cars. Sweet.

Driving a new Toyota is easier than ever
because now your Toyota dealer has a special college graduate
financing program available thru Toyota Financial Services
that offers a lot of great advantages.
So if you're within 4 months of graduation... or if you graduated
within the past two years...See your Toyota dealer for details.

Get a year-long subscription
to The Champion for just
$25 and keep your parents
informed of what's going on
at LU... without having to
write them a letter.

Call Elaine at x i i x s
or stop by the
Champion Office.
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LIGHT ministers in London prisons
By Chrissy Hannabass, reporter

During Christmas break, while
many were exchanging gifts and over
eating, LIGHT Ministries visited the
prisons of England to share hope.
The LIGHT team was composed of
10 students and Director Fltu T
Tafaoa. The team was In England from
Dec. 28-Jan. 10.
The purpose of the trip to England
was to share the good news of Jesus
Christ with lost souls.
"It never ceases to amaze me how
God uses young people that make
themselves available for His service. I
watched as one young man fulfilled a
personal campaign goal of winning
someone to Christ one-on-one. To see
him, grateful, yet broken, that God
would use him to reach someone that
seems to have no hope in this life,"
Tafaoa said.
The team stayed in Harrogate,

Stratford upon Avon and London.
During the day, the members traveled
to prisons In other cities.
The team partnered with a prison
ministry called "Within the Walls,"
which is led by former LU soccer coach
Bill Bell and his wife, Mary.
The team performed concerts for
the prisoners. They also ministered
through music, drama, testimonies
and messages.
"We know of at least three dozen
men and women that prayed to receive
Christ as Savior," Tafaoa said.
Finally, the team did a couple of
services with West Park United
Reformed Church in Harrogate.
"Being in prison, some of them
(prisoners) don't have hope, but some
of them who have found Christ, have
even more faith than I do," Junior
•Anna Bishop said. Bishop Is one of
the LIGHT singers and traveled to
Kenya last spring.

"I would challenge our students to
experience what God can do through
them on a missions campaign in a
cross-cultural setting. I have seen it
over and over hundreds of times; that
God has used this experience to
change, form or confirm a calling on
one's life," Tafaoa said.
Tafaoa mentioned that there Is still
room for people to go on the trips to
Guatemala or Canada this year.
Tafaoa also mentioned that students should consider going on the
trip to England with LIGHT next year.
"I would encourage students to get
Involved in some type of missions trip.
It's hard to explain, but you're definitely changed when you get back,"
Bishop said.
For more Information about the
trips, stop by the LIGHT office In Dorm
2 or visit Its Web site at
PHOTO PROVIDED
www.llberty.edu/splrltual/llght.
SPREADING THE LIGHT— LIGHT Ministries takes a break to enjoy the British countryside.
LIGHT was in England during Christmas break.

New praise and worship major combines the worlds of music and ministry
By Diana Bell, editor in chief

Bringing two worlds together.
That is the goal of the new Bachelor of Science in Worship and
Music Ministry major being
offered at Liberty—to bring the
world of music and the world of
ministry together to train worship leaders.
The LU Worship Institute was
started in 1998. Itoffered Master's
level classes through the Seminary,
but no undergraduate program.
The administration and the Fine
Arts Department decided last summer that LU needed to offer an
undergraduate major to train worship leaders. This semester Is the
pilot for the program.
The need for an undergraduate program that teaches not
only music, but also interpersonal communication and lead-

ership skills was apparent.
According to Dr. Ron Giese,
Director of the Center for Worship and Music Ministry, in the
past four years there have been
over 100 openings annually for
music ministers and only three
to five applicants for those jobs
through the Campus Pastor's
Office church placement.
Glese likes to use a quote from
a Rory Noland book, "The Heart
of the Artist," which says, "In
fact, the majority of the questions I get about church music
ministry never have much to do
with music."
That quote embodies the idea
of the music and ministry worlds
coming together," Giese said.
Information was collected was
collected from a focus group consisting of area music ministers.
One member said that 30 percent
ofwhat he does involves music,

Kelly's Magic Tanning Salon
Now One Month Unlimited

$25.00
*ft
$3.00
5 visits
SI 3,00
10 visits
$22.00
15 visits
$30,00 .
3 months unlimited $ 6 0

another 30 percent involves pastoral care/counseling and the
other 40 percent involves administration. That shows us that you
can't do one without doing the
other," Glese said.
The major will include music,
whether that be guitar, keyboard
or voice; ensemble experience; a
senior internship; ministry
courses such as Biblical Foundations of Worship and the Role of
the Worship Leader and Church
Administration.
The internship Is an Important
part of the major. Giese hopes that
students will get involved in a community church after theirfirstyear
here. Then by the time they are
seniors, they will be able to complete the required Internship at
that church.
The Fine Arts Department will
be a part of the faculty as well as
faculty from other areas such as

communication studies, drama
and church ministries. The Center will be working very closely
with the Fine Arts Department
and the Seminary.
Leading worship leaders and clinicians will be brought in for workshops and conferences. Charles
Billingsley, the worship leader at
Thomas Road Baptist Church and
Linwood Campbell, the pianist at
TRBC are among those who will
lead these workshops.
"It's about working together,
connecting things that aren't
connected," Glese said.
The Center makes available
its practice room in FA 210.
Right now the room is used for
classes like a music lab. It is also
open every day 3-11 p.m. except
during church hours. The practice room has microphones set
up, a mixing board and drums.
Singing groups and bands on

PHOTO PROVIDED

LEADING WORSHIP— Seminary
student and lead guitarist of the
band Orayi Andrew Wooddell gets
in some practice time.

campus did not have a place to
practice regularly. They would
have to pull their equipment out
of storage, practice in a classroom and pack all of their equipment up again. The practice
room provides all of the singing
groups and bands on campus a
place to practice. They would like
to have two or three practice
rooms eventually.
The program will graduate its
first student this May. Three or four
students have tranferred to Liberty
because of the new major.
Jeff Clark, Director of the
DepL of Music Ministry and
Teams is hoping to draw more
students to the major at events
like College for a Weekend.
For more information about
the new major and the Center,
contact Giese at ext. 2587 or by
e-mail at rlgiese@liberty.edu.

Spiritual Emphasis Week
Tuesday Might 6pm
Wednesday Warn & 7pm
In the Schillings Center

With
Guest
Speaker
Jamey
Ragle

Guest Band
According toj[

Valentine gifts for your student budget!
ices Guaranteed!
American Exercise Gy
Only $15 a month
-no c o n t r a c t s
-no down paylaeo

Candy mugs and other gifts under ?10!

Beautiful stuffed animal baskets under $20! i!
Pick-up and payment available on campus!

unt Marsha*sm

•45-816

| Buy me item, get a second

14 Memorial Ave.,
ynchburg 24501

^f

8

i

i

item* 30% off!
iy

*

i

••

i

e| equal or lesser value trtan rtein bought at regular price •

Call Kristy at x4020 or order online at

www.auntmarshas.com

Don't think you can afford to take your sweetheart somewhere classy this
Valentine's Day? Think again...
^^
^
^ ^

Vdentine's (Day (Dinner
========—

at the hangar

February 14 2002 <m 6:00-9:00 p.m.
- Trime (Rir5 ~ Shrimy or Vegetabfe Stir Try ~ Chicken Marsafa ~

Experience fine dining right here on campus as the Hanger
is transformed into an elegant dining room!

lieservations On(y - Ca((x2262Jor details and reservations

ttftMl
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OUT&
ABOUT
• ATTENTION SENIORS: An

Informational meeting about
graduation will be held
Tuesday, Jan. 29 In DH
1113-1114at3p.mand7
p.m. Topics discussed will be
graduation requirements,
graduation applications,
graduation announcements
and Senior Salute Week.
Information about
Baccalaureate,
Commencement and receiving
honors will be given.
• SUPER BOWL PARTY: C o m e

watch the S t Louis Rams
take on the New England
Patriots for Super Bowl
XXXVI at David's Place. The
party will begin at 6 p.m. on
Sunday, Feb. 3.
• PRAISE AND WORSHIP SER-

VICE: In celebration of Black
History Month, February
2002, a praise and worship
service will be held at 4:30
p.m. in the Schilling Center
on Sunday, Feb. 3. The event
is co-sponsored by the
Spiritual Life Office, Guest
Pastor Elder James
Tharrington and musical
guests, Oracle.
• WINTERGREENSWTRIP:

Brave the cold Virginia
mountains with a ski trip to
Wintergreen. Two trips are
being sponsored by Student
Life on Tuesday, Feb. 5 and
12 at 3:30 p.m. For more
information contact SL at
ext.2131. .

Chief: LU grad ready for duty
Smith graduated
from LU with a
Bachelor of Science
In 1997 Smith and Sloan both were
In 1998 and also
among the second group of LU police to
has an A.A. in Religraduate from the Central Shenandoah
gion.
Criminal Justice Training Academy In
Waynesboro, Va. Smith is a certified officer
He is originally
for the Commonwealth of Virginia.
from outside of
Richmond, but
Before his appointment as chief, Smith
moved to Lynchburg
worked as part of Chancellor Jerry Falwith his wife In
well's personal security team. He traveled
SMITH 1992.
to various places around the world with
Falwell, Including the "God Save AmericaHis wire graduated from LU in 1991.
They have three young children and are
campaign which ran from the end of 1996
members of Thomas Road Baptist Church.
through the beginning of 1998.
She works with the children's ministry
"One of my greatest accomplishments
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
there.
was working
Smith has
with the Chan
been certified as
cellor," Smith
an armed secusaid. "My goal
rity officer with
was to get beside
the CommonDr. Falwell, a
wealth
since
hero of the faith,
-Randall
E.
Smith,
Jr.
1994
and
a perand get to know
sonal
protection
him personally."
new police chief
specialist since
Smith added
1995.
that he achieved ^—————————
Smith also received Special Weapons
his goal of being able to work with Falwell
and Tactics (SWAT) certified training from
only two years after he began working at
the Central Virginia Criminal Justice
Liberty. He said he Is amazed and overTraining Academy.
whelmed by what God has allowed him to
do.
Other certifications Smith holds include
Department of Criminal Justice Security Gen"I love LU and wouldn't want to be anyeral Instruction, Security Firearms Instructor,
where else. This Is where God has placed
Personal Protection Specialist Instructor, Police
me," Smith said. "I'm more than willing for
Academy General Instructor and a Police Acadnew opportunities and challenges."
Smith hopes to be more visible and open with emy Firearms Instructor.
He also serves as an instructor with the
staff and students. "I want to build stronger relaLynchburg
Police Academy, training new
tions with the community - students, staff and
police recruits.
faculty," Smith said.
He was promoted to Corporal in 1994, First
Currently a big topic of discussion for
Sergeant in 1995 and transferred to the Investithe new chief is parking conditions. "We're
gations Bureau. In 1996, he was promoted to
actively discussing the parking," Smith
Lieutenant of Investigations and served in that
said. "With all the building it's going to be
capacity until this appointment
a tough road. There's adequate parking,
but it's not always convenient."
As chief, Smith leads a force of 31 officers,
15 sworn police officers and 16 security offiHe said that they hold command meetcers. The department runs three shifts, seven
ings among the LUPD officials every other
days a week, 24 hours a day. Smith's duties
Tuesday to discuss issues of importance to
include managing the day-to-day operations
the Liberty community.
of
the department, enforcing policies and
When considering parking, he said they
procedures, training personnel.and mainmust keep In mind the various faculty,
taining good department relations on camstaff and students who will need parking
pus and with the surrounding communities.
spaces and who will need the closer spots.
Continued from page 1
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SAY CHEESE, EH? — The cast of "The Scarlet Pimpernel" takes a break to check out
the Canadian side of Niagara Falls.

Pimpernel: promotes LU
church service was the best part of
the trip.
The thing is, we did not spend tons
of time practicing the service as an
ensemble, we hadn't rehearsed it
enough to account for how wonderful
it was," McCarron said. "Everyone's
individual preparations had worked
together to make one message that
flowed perfectly. It was just incredible
how God orchestrated the whole
thing."
Cooper was pleased to have the
opportunity to let other parts of the
world know about LU's theater program. Most of those who saw both the
play and the church service had never
heard of Liberty, she said. Two young
women at the church expressed an
interest in College for a Weekend.
"I hope we made Liberty University
proud," Cooper said.

Continued from Page 1

Also in the audience was a group of
professional Canadian actors who
plan to perform "The Scarlet Pimpernel" In the fall, Cooper said. After seeing the play, they approached her
about hiring some of her actors for
their show.
The cast sang and gave their testimonies Sunday morning at Niagara
Falls Christian Fellowship.
"They asked us to lead the entire
worship service, and that was a highlight," Cooper said.
Senior Chad Kennedy, who played
the Prince of Wales, felt that the service was an especially good ending to
the experience.
"It was the coolest way to end our
trip," Kennedy said.
McCarron also thought that the

Hangar:
Continued from page 1
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Central & Eastern Europe
•let your natural ability to speak English open doors
for you to share Christ in Central & Eastern Europe.
The hunger to learn conversational English will draw 2000+ students
to International Messengers' Evangelistic English Language Camps
each year. The camp setting facilitates fast relationship building
and the curriculum is geared to allow numerous opportunities
to share the Gospel individually and in small group settings.
All necessary training is provided.
Friendship Evangelism
"How beautiful at 6 y j ^ J n ^ . % bring good news.'

Jalapeno munchers and
mozzarella sticks.
"I'm still undecided on
whether I like the new menu or
the old. But I like the Buffalo
wings," senior Michael Foreman said.
Thommen said the Sopwith
Camel would return due to
requests from students. The
Sopwith Camel is "a vegetarian
delight: red onions, mushrooms, roasted red peppers,
tomatoes, lettuce, American
cheese and sweet lemon pepper sauce," according to the
old Hangar menu.
The Landing has added calzones and pizza by the slice to
its menu. Five pasta specialties, including spaghetti,
lasagna, tortellini and fettuccini, will be added soon.
"I'm waiting on some equipment. Probably within the next
week or two the pasta will be
rolled out," Thommen said.
The subs and wraps were
cut to the four most popular
sandwiches: the BLT, the BLT
and turkey, the roast beef and
the Italian.
Many students were upset
with the cuts that took place at
the Landing. "They need to
bring back a larger variety of
subs," Keene said.
"It seems like whenever you
change something - even if it
has ultimately been a good

Special plans
change - there Is a period of
time where it's the end of the
world according to some people," Thommen said. "But
there was much less backlash
than I expected."
There are plans to open a
fourth unit where the Hangar
office currently is, within the next
two or three months. Subs and
salads from the Landing will be
moving there tofreemore space in
the Landing.
Another upcoming event is
the Valentine's Day Dinner to
be held in the Hangar on Feb.
14. Curtains will cover all the
food counters, the tables will
be decorated with tablecloths
and candles and the serving
staff will be in formal attire.
The Hangar will serve dinner by reservation only from 69 p.m. The menu includes
prime rib, shrimp or vegetable
stir-fry and chicken marsala.
The price has not yet been
determined, but students will
be able to pay with their Liberty dollars.
"If we have a really good
response to it, I'm going to look
at doing it once a month,"
Thommen said.
Thommen urged students to
share their feedback about the
changes and upcoming events
at the Hangar. "I'm always
open to ideas. Fill out a comment card. We want to make
this the place to be."

The future is in
the cities!

Messengers
P.O. Box R • Clear Lake, IA 50428-0618 • 1-800-243-6763
oftice@internationalmessengers.org
www.internationalmessengers.org

I Prepare for a rewarding urban ministry in Chicago with a summer or one year internship. Training Tracks are available for
most ministry interests. Learn from Urban veteran Pastor
Charles Lyons with 28 years experience in Chicago. For more
I information check our web site listed below and click on the
link lor Chicago Armitage Urban Study Experience.
Armitage Baptist C h u r c h
2451 N. KedzieBlvd.
Chicago, IL 60647
(773) 384-HOPE
wwwAmiitageChurch.com
e-mail - Amutage77@aol.ccm.

Here's Hope
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Attitude,
options and Physical Science
It Is good to have options, they are inherently the spice of life. So
what happens when your options are limited? To grin and bear it
may seem the obvious solution, but again, "options" is the key
word. We all have a choice as humans to grimace at our perceived
misfortune or to simply make lemonade out of well, you know the
rest When our choices are considerably limited, we tend to forget
how blessed we are to even have free will and the right to exercise
such liberties.
Here is a classic college example: required courses. Let's take
Physical Science 102 for example. This is not a course created for
science majors, no, this is a class designed with all other majors in
mind. In other words, Physical Science 102 could better be entitled
"Classes that eat up grant money 102." We have all been in such a.
class where we are left wondering after 90 mind-numbing minutes
of monotonous lecturing just how exactly the laws of gravity are
going to further us in our career endeavors. Most of us are fully
aware of the laws of gravity through various experiences like falling
off of dorm bunk beds.
Here is where your options come into play. Option One would of
course involve falling asleep, groucing aloud or passing notes; basically anything to pass the time. Then there is Option Two, which is
to determine that, despite inescapable boredom, your attitude is
going to reflect that of Christ's. What would Christ do in Physical
Science class? One can hardly Imagine He would test the rate of
accelerations with which a spltballflewat the professor's balding
head. No, Christ would always be punctual and well-prepared, on
the front row, ready to absorb knowledge.
Colossians 3:22-24 says, "Slaves, obey your earthly masters in
everything; and do it, not only when their eye is on you and to win
their favor, but with sincerity of heart and reverence for the Lord;
Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the
Lord, not for men, since you know that you will receive an inheritance from the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are serving."
Though we may not be slaves (in the technical sense) in order to
conform to a Christ-like attitude and to fully comprehend the joy of
choice, we are to regard all things with an idea of acceptance and
even eagerness. Remember, life is 10 percent circumstance, 90
percent attitude. How will your attitude reflect Him today?
®MBQfflQffl®mMB&EM&M&M&M&m&M&ffldM&M&m®

"A spider never gets stuck on the sticky threads of
its own web because it keeps its own body constantly
oiled" (Ripley's Believe It or Not). Don't get stuck with
a bad attitude this week; look to the Lord, He provides
"oil to make his [those who seek Him) face shine."
(Psalm 104: 14-15)
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'Trust in God,' just don't pray to Him?
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If you think education is
expensive, try ignorance.
—Derek Bok
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Men and women who will probably risk
their lives one day for this nation can't pray
before meals, but our nation's motto "In God
We Trust" will be displayed in classrooms:
Does anyone else find this ironic?
U.S. District Judge Norman K. Moon ruled
on Jan. 24 that prayers said before dinner at
Virginia Military Institute are unconstitutional. Moon deemed the prayers a "statesponsored religious exercise."
The prayers had been a tradition at VMI
since the 1950s. A non-denominational prayer
was read every night before dinner was served.
The cadets were not required to bow their
heads, close their eyes or even stand at attention. They could leave the hall or stand at
ease. "They can scratch their head, they can
clean their glasses, they can turn to their
neighbor and say Those biscuits sure look
good,'" Solicitor General William Hurd said.
Hurd said that the prayers should be constitutional because they aren't intended for
religious indoctrination.
The American Civil Liberties Union sued
the school last May on behalf of two cadets
who had complained about the prayers.
Rebecca Glenberg, an ACLU lawyer said that it
doesn't matter that the cadets aren't forced to
actively participate.
According to msnbc.com, the prayers
would be discontinued immediately.
Attorney General Jerry Kilgore has plans to

appeal the ruling to the Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals. He said that the prayer is a part of
a "militaristic ceremony" central to VMI's mission. He said that these
prayers are part of VMI's educational program and are the
kind of prayers said in the U.S.
Military. That puts the ceremony within Constitutionallypermitted limits of churchstate involvement, according
to msnbc.com. Other permitted church state involvement
is organized prayers before
sessions of all three levels of
legislatures, and including "In
God We Trust" on the nation's
money.
"It is a shame that while American soldiers
are fighting for our liberties in places like
Afghanistan, our young men and women
training to be soldiers and leaders at VMI are
prevented from praying for their safety as a
body," Kilgore said.
Meanwhile, a bill requiring public schools
to post signs saying "In God We Trust" was
passed 15-5 by the House Education Committee and sent to the House on Jan. 21. The Virginia House is expected to vote on the bill
sometime this week;
Del Robert G. Marshall, R-Prince William,
sponsored the bill. He said that the courts

dianabell

have upheld this motto by displaying it on our
currency since legislation was signed making
the phrase our motto in 1954 by President
DwightD. Eisenhower.
According to msnbc.com, the
bill also requires signs to be posted
in all courthouses and public
buildings.
The same bill was introduced
last year by Marshall, but iailed to
pass in Senate.
Marshall feels that the bill has a
better chance of passing due to
Sept. 11 and the renewed sense of
patriotism.
The awareness of the precariousness and preciosuness of life is
just put in our national consciencerightnow,
where as before that, we may taken a lot of
things for granted," Marshall said.
If the law gets through the Senate and is
signed by the Governor, Americans United for
Separation of Church and State and other
such groups say it will be challenged on Constitutional grounds immediately.
I am all for this bill to be passed. I think we
should proudly display our nation's motto. It
just seems that praying for the soldiers fighting in Afghanistan and our nation's leaders
who are making important decisions is a far
more important battle.

Unintentional ignorance turns on the heat
Ever heard of an extremophile? No, I'm not inconsiderate, disrespectful "cherry" that a
talking about someone who is obsessed with
fellow classmate, professor or faculty member
extreme sports. Extremophiles are these cool put on top.
organisms recently discovered living in enviJust about any magazine or health journal
ronments that were thought to be too extreme will list ways to reduce the stress in your life.
for habitation. These extremophiles (GreekThey list things like: have fun to reduce
phitos= loving) can be found living in deep-sea stress, laugh to reduce stress and the obvious
one, simplify your life to reduce
chimneys, through which superstress. When are they going to list:
heated liquid as hot as 660
make everyone pay attention to
degrees is released. Some
reduce stress, force everyone to
extremophiles thrive in the acidic
show mutual respect to reduce
environments around volcanic
stress or require that everyone act
vents and hot springs. One
like Christ to reduce stress? Think
species can withstand 12 million
about people who fall into road
rads of gamma radiation (a thourage or the parents who overreact
sand rads is enough to kill a
at their children's hockey games.
human) and swim, hop, crawl,
traCllaWSOII These are people who are in
whatever it does, away unaffected.
intense situations just like the rest of
us. What sets them off? A rude driver, someUnlike these specialized species, humans
one yelled at their child, or simply that no one
don't normally anticipate finding themselves
in unfavorable situations. When the tempera- paid attention. It isn't stress that necessarily
makes us uptight, but people.
ture rises, we usually bolt. In relationships,
we avoid heated discussion, we step around
The world tells us that we shouldn't worry
touchy topics and we often fear being directly about what others think about us. But have
approached. In the workplace, we flee from
we embraced that philosophy so wholeheartconfrontation with the boss, we avoid disedly that we don't care what Christ or our
putes with coworkers and we shy away from
Christian brothers and sisters think, leading
voicing our opinions that aren't politically cor- us to become self-absorbed? Secular psyrect. We are not of the multi-cellular species
chologists and philosophers tell us to find our
that thrives on intense pressure or heat.
inner awareness by blocking everyone else
out and concentrating on ourselves. But 1
After three years at LU, I have found that
have to agree with Mary Rocamora of the
the stress that comes from a demanding
Rocamora School, Inc. who said, "Paying
workload is just a fraction of the sometimes
close attention all the time is the most imporoverwhelming intensity many of us suffer
tant element in achieving a sustainable free
from. In fact, when I have deadlines to meet
state of awareness." Maybe everyone's so
and no time to meet them, it isn't the burden
that ends up breaking my back (which for me uptight because no one pays attention anymore.
comes in the form of streaming tears), it's the

Here are my suggestions, "Four steps to
reducing stress at LU":
Step number one—pay attention! Example: When the halls are crowded, don't stand
in the middle and talk with your friends or
walk super slow. Those of us who have someplace to go don't want to have to wait until the
light turns green to manuver around you.
Step number two—don't be rude! Example: When a line has formed in front of Marriott, don't cut in line. Whether you do this on
purpose or inadvertantly (see step one), others are just as hungry as you and have probably stood there waiting much longer than you
have.
Step number three—show mutual
respect! Example: When you are walking
around campus with others, goofing around
on your hall or talking to friends in class, be
respectful to those around you. Not everyone
wants to hear your conversation or listen to
your music or be annoyed as you run up and
down the halls screaming. Some of us need to
study for our majors, attempt to get an adequate night's rest and partlcpate in grown-up
conversation. Tone it down a knotch!
Final step—share the sidewalks and parking lots! Example: When you ding someone's
car, show integrity and report what you did.
The rest is self-explanatory.
Christ sends us through the intense heat
of refinement so that we can be more easily
molded into His image. "For everyone will be
seasoned with fire..." (Matt. 9:49). But He
also tells us to "pursue the things which make
for peace and the things by which one may
edify [build up) another," (Rom. 14:19). Pay
attention to those around you.
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"I love the added cheese
on the pizza. However, it
is not a hot wing,
unless it is a fried
wing."
—Dean Vernita Jones,
Assoc. Dean of Women

"It has become more
like a haven of fast food
restaurants. Heat lamps
and microwaves aren't
acceptable."
—Tenaya Fritts, Jr.
Lynchburg, Va.

"I don't go there anymore."

"I like the changes in
the Hangar, but don't
try to buy anything 10
minutes before class."
—Daveta Saunders,
Soph.
Augusta, Ga.

—Dara Lawrence, Sr.
Sterling Heights, Mich.
"I wish that they would
bring back the chicken
lingers and Caesar
wraps."
—Josh Ham, Sr.
Winterville, N.C.

* : •
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"I really enjoy the
changes. I would like for
them to be able to deliver; that would be nice."
—Monique Leonard,
Soph.
Boynton Beach, Fla.
photos by Mike Troxel
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Commentary
Creator's political correctness short-sighted

Constructing a life worth living
dering if God really cares about what
William Allen White once said. The
they do with their careers. A feeling of
purpose of education is not to teach you
having been cheated by God shamefully
how to make a living, but how to make a
lurks in the back of our minds during
life." As college students, we tell ourselves so often to remember that what we these frustrating times. Hadn't He promised us in His word that He
are about to do after graduwill answer us if we but call
ation has nothing to do with
out to Him? It's too easy to
a career or a paycheck but
give up within while pretendhas everything to do with
ing on the outside that everyhaving an eternal service
thing is fine. The term "finefor God's glory.
gives
me the creeps whenever
In saying this, however,
I
hear
it.
the easy part has been
As God's children, we have
accomplished; rememberbeen called to live a life of
ing to believe and live in
unrestrained passion for His
such a manner is much
harder to put into practice. alexandraharper glory. Our delight and pleasPersonally, I have only a vague notion of ure is so much more than what we do for
a living or even who we are in our comwhat this truth means for my life.
munities.
As the new semester shoots us into
The only life worth living is one that is
the chaotic whirlpool of homework,
focused on the glory of God. Sometimes
papers and tests, times for reflection are
we have to struggle as Christians
often difficult to come by. When the
through the muck and mire of spiritualchance does arise, a mounting sense of
ity and education to get to that point of
doom can attack us as we consider the
focus. Ironically enough, it is when we
sheer brutality of time.
don't have all the answers and the
As a senior at L.U.. it is ton easy to
doubts are coming at us from left and
quake at what 1 have chosen as my
right, that we need to regroup and mediprospective profession in journalism.
tate on the trustworthy nature of God
The foreboding stress of deadlines comand His unfailing word. The words we
bined with the prospect of a shoddy
may seek may not come immediately,
salary can be unsettling at times. After
but the struggle in trying to honor God
pondering the downside of the job, the
by having His affirmation in our lives is
fear of having chosen the wrong career
giving Him the glory and ultimately fulhas second, third, and even fourth year
fills what our purpose in life is all about:
students craving the simplicity of high
to delight in Him.
school days.
After a few years of meeting deadlines
We have been called to an active faith,
and encountering exhausting battles in
not busy action. Jesus once told his disthefinancialarena, college can drain the ciples that whoever seeks to keep his life
life out of us, leaving us numb. It is then, will lose it but whoever loses his life will
after having been drained with no obvigain it. This is the time for us live the
ious word from the Lord, that students
Christian life. It's the only life worth livcan become angry and skeptical, woning.

Third grade reply in a 'Huff'
In elementary school we used to write wanted "hot sticks." The theory behind
reports as soon as we returned to school. this present was that the sticks would
quiet the future Carter Beauford's jam
These reports were titled, "What I did on
sessions. This did not work as planned.
my (insert correct season] break." I
Eleven-year-old Chris is currently
always wondered what these reports
were teaching us, aside from basic gram- working to take over the world with the
Sim City computer game I
mar and penmanship. Now,
gave him. Mom really liked
after 15 years of desk-bound
the long sweater and Dad
education, I know why Mrs.
used his Sport Shoe gift cerWaters made me write about
tificate to get Chris some new
my winter break in third
basketball shoes, instead of
grade.
getting running shoes for
She knew that I would
himself (ever the provider).
encounter this question thousands of times as I made my
Christmas day came and
way through high school and
went snowless, as often hapheatherhuff pens in Georgia. The rest of the
college, and she wanted our
young minds to be prepared. The basic
break was spent sleeping in and working
post-Christmas conversation for most
late. God bless heavy tippers. All in all,
returning college students consists of
my break went quite well, thank you for
the following: "Hey!" "Hey!" "How are
asking.
you?" "Good, how are you?" Good! How
But did you really want to know all
was your break?" Good, how was yours?" that? Were you really asking? Or was it
"Good!" "Good! OK, bye!" "Bye!" After
nothing more than a conversation piece?
sweating my way through senior English Did my third grade teacher know that
in high school, I am discouraged by the
this question was never meant for a
amount of times I hear myself answer
1,000-word essay? 1 will admit, 1 am
"Good!" to these greeting questions.
guilty of asking the dreaded question
myself. But 1 am ready to begin anew.
Therefore, for all of you who have
I propose that we all think of a new
asked me this over the past week, I want
question to ask. Something personal and
to provide you with a more thoughtful
requiring self-disclosure. Of course, that
and considerate answer.
wouldn't work well with the conversaMy break began well. 1 called the Italtions that we have across rooms and
ian restaurant I so humbly worked at
hallways in DeMoss. And I don't suppose
this summer, and they re-hired me on
we could write third grade reports on'
the spot. 1 started to reek of garlic that
"What 1 did when confronted with my
first Monday. I made some good tips,
deepest, darkest fear."
with which I bought all five members of
my immediate family some rather ranPerhaps we ought to stick with the
dom presents. Eighteen-year-old Jon
conversation piece. I mean, look how
received ugly-as-sin house slippers from much you people managed to get out of
his loving sister. Fifteen-year-old Matt
me after all!

statue to contain greater symbolic value in its revised state.
In the aftermath of the World Trade Center tragedy three
firefighters raised an American flag above the rubble. The Sept. The symbolism is far more important than representing the
actual people," Kevin James, a member of the Vulcan Society,
11 photograph of the flag raising became famous, but a recent
which represents blackfirefighterssaid. "I think the artistic
design for a commemorative statue based upon the scene has
expression of diversity would supercede any concern over facraised with it great controversy.
tual correctness," he continued.
The statue would stand at Brooklyn's Fire Department
James is correct that the issue is largely over
headquarters as a memorial to the 343 firefighters
symbolism. His conclusion, however, is shortkilled in the attacks. The recent unveiling of the
sighted. The statue is designed to represent the
statue's model, however, drew weighty criticism
sacrifice of many New York firefighters. The quesfrom somefirefightersand their families, because
tion, in effect, is whether men of other races need a
the three original men, who were all white, had been
multi-racial statue, in order to be symbolically repreplaced by three different men, one white, one
black and one Hispanic.
resented. Must a symbolic expression of their sacrifice single out each individual race?
The alteration of the statue from the picture was
Those who designed this statue with good intena decision made by the statue's creators, the Fire
tions of racial equality have sent a disheartening
Department and the property-management commessage. They have, in effect, suggested that we as
pany, which owns thefiredepartment headquarters beneppard
men cannot be represented by men of a different
building and commissioned the building of the
race. Consequently, instead of stimulating equality they have
statue.
alienated each race.
"Given that those who died were of all races and all ethnici
Why can't all men identify with the human symbol repreties and that the statue was to be symbolic of those sacrifices,
sented by these threefirefighters,even if they are white? Why
ultimately a decision was made to honor no one in particular,
did the statue's creators feel a need to embellish the original
but everyone who made the supreme sacrifice," Frank Gibbo,
image in an effort to be more inclusive?
fire department spokesman, said.
These men who are pushing for equalinstead of stimulating
Firefighters who raised noteworthy
ity have become racial separatists in their
criticism complained that the statue's
equality they have alienated
refusal to accept what should be a symmakers had gone too far to achieve politieach
race
bol for all Americans.
cal correctness. "(It's] an insult to those
77
Always seeking political correctness
three guys to put imaginary faces on that — ^ ^ — — « ^ —
and
thereby constantly focusing on
statue. It's not a racial thing. That shouldn't even be an issue
racial equality actually overemphasizes our differences. The
Tony Marden, a firefighter from Queens, said.
people who most often decry the emphasis on racial differences
They're rewriting history in order to achieve political corare the ones who themselves make the issue more pertinent
rectness," Carlo Casoria whose son, a firefighter, died in the
than necessary. Can't we all be people?
tragedy complained.
The statue's supporters, however, do not see the design as
an insult to the three original firefighters, but consider the

u

What's up with all the snow in Lynchburg?
seen it before. Ice on the road isn't something that I am going to
actively search out! I have to give her some credit, driving under
these conditions is not stressed in the southern driving
courses. It very well should be, but it isn't.
When my same dear Georgia friend woke me
the town basically shut down. 1 work at a local
up Saturday morning, the sight of snow was
restaurant where Friday and Saturday nights are
pleasant to me. I was thinking too bad that it wasour busiest. So, how many people came to the
n't a school day, remembering the canceling of
restaurant this past Saturday night? From 5 p.m.
school last year because of snow. The thought of
until 10:30 p.m. there were a grand total of 46 peoactually playing in the snow however, never
ple. I was guessing that the lack of crowd was from
crossed my mind.
some sort of natural disaster. Alas, it was the result
There must be something about water in a difof two inches of snow on the freshly plowed and
ferent form that gets everyone from the south all
salted ground.
excited. I should have asked people sledding in
I attend Thomas Road Baptist Church. Even
their laundry baskets and desk chairs, making
after the sun had melted a good bit of the snow and
autumnfreitag enormous snowmen and throwing snowballs at
the temperature was rising to 42 degrees, Sunday
innocent passers-by where they were from. I would
morning congregation was unusually small in numbers.
have given any amount of snow cream (which was actually
made on my hall) to say they were all from the south. Everyone
1, being from Maryland, have seen quite a bit of snow in my
else, normal people, were either driving at a legitimate speed
lifetime. So, the little bit that we had was not going to keep me
somewhere or bundled up in their dorm rooms.
off of the road. Unfortunately, there were many people on the
roads that should not have been there. Most of those license
What would happen to good ole' Lynchburg if they were
plates belonged to cars that were from Georgia, Florida and the blessed with the seven feet of snow I saw in Buffalo, N.Y.? Betmost popular, Virginia. Is there a trigger in therightfoot that
ter stock up on the milk, bread, biscuits and gravy. Winter has
makes it SLAM the break at the slightest sight of "black ice?"
only started!
On my way to church, my dear friend from Georgia actually
wanted me to point out ice on the road because she had never

Two weekend's ago we were bombarded by a huge blizzard.
No? Well then why were.the residents of Lynchburg and every
person below the Maryland state line acting like there was
1,000 inches of snow on the ground?
One thousand may be exaggerating a little but

i
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Across
1. Before the storm
5. "She'll be there_ . 3 p.m."
7. Seven year
10. Lassie
12 Opposite of Yes
13 There are seven
15, Begone! (Imperative verb)
16, Mentally exhausted
19, State next to California
20, Without people
21 A ballerina dances here
22, Madman
24, Wily
25, Long ago times
26, Hair color
31, Rose
35. The highest point
36, Spain and Portugal
38, To neaten
39, The conscience
41. Carmen, e.g.
43 Baha
46. Obliquely
47 Tibetan priest
51 Unwholesome
53 "In the same book"
55. A clam
56. Overly showy
57. A tide
58 Present indicative of he
60 Prods
61 A major star
62 Hair style
03 Eye ailment

1.
2.
3.
4.

Down
Piece of garlic
False name
Opera singer Jerry
Change from one stage to

another
5. Actinon chemical symbol
6. One not living on campus
7. Managing Editor of "Sports
Night"
8. Sea bird
9. Percentages of Irish farm
crops
10. Whining speech
11. Nabisco cookie
14. Whirl
17. States of being free
18. Elongated fish
20. One puts this on first
23. Malt beverage
26. Hotel parent company
27. "Learn it to"
28. Roman Goddess of plent
29. A degree
30. Pass this and get $200
31. Female
32. Rage
33. Young swine
34. Portuguese saint
37. To occupy a space
39. A stamp
40. Where ashes lie
42. A NY lake
43. Military supplies
44. A people of Northern
Thailand

45. Sicker
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
52.
54.
59.

Island in the New Indies
A30'sdance
A traditional saying
Allot
Singing brothers
Priesly garments
After shave brand
Thus
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The first person to return the
correct completed puzzle will
receive a large pizza and drinks
from the Hangar (toppings are
extra). Bring it by r v ^ >
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in DH 1035.
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picks of the week
• 2/3 Loving Rome.
A lecture on the history of Italian art from Michelangelo to
Caravagglo. At the Lynchburg Fine Arts Center on
Sunday, at 3 p.m. Free. Call 846-8451 for Information.

• 2/3 Super Bowl Party in David's Place
Come and root for your favorite team. The AFC Is pitted
against the NFC In the ultimate showdown. 6 p.m. Come
for the commercials and the free food.

• 1/29 Babcock Season.
The Richmond Ballet presents the Babcock Season. It will
be held at the Babcock Fine Arts Center at Sweet Briar
College. 7:30 p.m. Call 381-6120 for Information.

• 2/5 Wintergreen Ski Trip
The first of three such trips this month. Cost Is $39 for the
lift ticket and $26 for rentals, a beginner lesson Is Included. Transportation will be leaving from the Religion Hall
parking lot at 8 a.m. Meals can be purchased separately.

Career Center: helping students
ships must be In by April 15 for summer
Internships or May 1 for fall Internships.
t's the beginning of the end for
The Career Center Is also holding an
many students here at Liberty.
etiquette dinner and lecture on Feb. 12
Seniors are coming into the home- at 7 p.m. for Juniors and seniors. This Is
stretch and there are a few things they
to prepare them for a Job Interview over
need to know and do before they cross
dinner. The dinner will be a four-course
the finish line.
meal and will cost $ 15, or $ 10 If you
have a meal plan. Students must regisThe Career Center, now located in
DeMoss Hall 2016, offers several differ- ter by Feb. 5 with the Career Center.
ent services that students will find help- More Information on these different
events Is available online at www.llbful tn preparing to enter the workforce.
erty.edu/resources/career
Whether students are looking for an
Internship or an externshlp, or even a
If students need a few pointers on
temporary or a permanent position,
how to write their resumes or cover letthey can find information on how to get
ters, they can find those also at the
the one they want through the Career
Career Center's Web site. The most
Center or its Web site.
important thing however, is that the
students be the ones to take the InitiaHowever, It is up to the students to
tive and put effort into getting the positake advantage of the service. "It's our
tion they really want.
mission to Inform students of our services but they then must decide to take
Minard also provided a few tips for
advantage of these services," Sharon
students on where to look to find the
Minard, director of the Career Center,
positions they want
said.
"Companies only advertise about 15
"It takes a lot of time and work. Most percent of their openings. Most prefer to
hire from within, so word-of-mouth and
students don't realize this," Minard
networking is the best route to take,"
said. "Students graduating in May
Minard said. She recommends that stushould start sending resumes and
dents think of people they know In their
cover letters out now."
fields, and also call companies and
"Many companies have stated that
speak to personnel in Human
they have finished hiring by the end of
Resources about openings. When they
March," Minard said.
Throughout the semester, the Career do this, they can send In their resume
addressed directly to this person who
Center provides students with workshops and information on how to get the now knows them from the previous conversation. "The student Is then more
position they want. Then, early in
than just another resume—there is now
March, they hold a Career Fair where
a
connection," Minard said.
students can put that Information to
use.
Students can find company phone
numbers by going to the yellow page
This semester the Career Fair will be
listings on Yahool and searching for
held on March 6 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Vines Center. Internship meetings companies In specific locations In their
field, according to Minard. She suggests
are also held every Tuesday at 4 p.m.
that students keep a checklist of the
from Jan. 29 to April 23 at 4p.m. In
numbers they've called by the phone so
DeMoss Hall 2053. Students must
they don't call twice, as well as a copy of
attend one of these meeUngs in order to
their resume.
receive an application for a summer or
fall Internship. Applications for intern"[Students] need to be careful of comBy Rachel Coleman, reporter

a

ical phone messages [on their volcemall
or answering machine] as well as their
email addresses. Some of them can be
offensive to potential employers. Professional is always the best route to go,"
Minard said.
Tips such as these and other Information on Internships and externshlps
are available on the Web site.
Many majors require Internships
before a student can graduate, but even
If your major does not require one, It is
valuable experience. Internships can
open doors that otherwise would have
been closed. They are also extremely
beneficial to students because they give
them something to put on their
resumes. Also, a lot of companies are
looking for someone with experience
and internships are one way of getting
the training that otherwise would be dif-

ficult or Impossible to obtain..
A program called Career Direct Is
also available in the Career Center that
analyzes personality, skills and abilities,
Interests and values. The test will show
students their strengths and weaknesses and what careers and majors
suit them the besL The program Is for
all students, although it Is targeted for
freshmen and students undecided
about their major.
"It gives you a nice overview of yourself and what you need to think about in
career planning for the future. It helps
students to think about majors, fields
and personal goals for their future they
never even considered," Minard said.
All students are encouraged to visit the
Career Center or their V, eb page. Students
can contact the Career Center at extension 2523 or by going to DeMoss 2016.

Natalie Faison
Home: Newport News, Va.
Major: Religion
Favorite Fruit: Raspberries
What do you look forward to on
weekends? Going out with my
friends and no classes.
On Weekdays? Gathering valid
knowledge for the future in my
classes.
Would you go sky diving? NO)

FILE PHOTO

COUNSEUNG PREPARATION — Sharon Minard helps a student with herresumein
preparation for her entrance into the professional world.

BKtde'5 Day Out] comes to LyncbbuKg
By Liza del Cid, reporter

"Today I met the boy I am going to marry..."
You meet this perfect guy. You're sure that he is "the one,"
and then songs like this one start running through your head.
And when he finally proposes, you're on cloud nine.
Your boy Is also very happy, but It just means more for you.
Your wedding has been in your mind even before you knew
who you were going to marry. You and your friends have been
planning It out for years. You want everything to be perfect
and, hopefully, not too expensive. There are plans that must
be made and a lot to work on. Well, here's something to help.
On Feb. 9, the Central Virginia Bridal Showcase will be celebrating 'A Bride's Day Out!' Many door prizes will be given
out and a "bride of the year" will be chosen. The bride of the
year will receive many gifts and she will be featured in the next
Bridal Guide with an article about her and her groom.
Certain topics will be covered to give the brides Ideas for making her
wedding special. "Our desire Is to help them plan their wedding, but
then also to learn about marriage and how great marriages happen"
Wende Gaylor and Denise Wyble, the event coordinators, said.
Gaylor and Wyble encourage the brides to take the resources that
are offered and create the wedding of their dreams (not anybody
else's).

This event will also Include a luncheon, a fashion show and a seminar given
by Dr. Tim Clinton. Clinton Is the president of the American Association of
Christian Counselors (AACC) and Is the author of books about
marriage and the family.
"I would go to this event so I can discover some unique ideas
to make my wedding special," LU senior Betsy Reigstad said.
Reigstad is getting married this August. Senior Marianne
Mulkey, who Is also planning to get married this summer, said
she would like to go because she would like some ideas on
how to save money.
Other Central Virginia Bridal Guide events in the last two
years have been the bridal showcases. The first bridal
showcase was held at Randolph Macon Woman's College In
2000. Last year's bridal showcase was held In the
Schilling Center.
'A Bride's Day Out!' will be taking place in David's Place
from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. on Feb. 9. Tickets can be purchased at the door for $15, although Liberty students
will pay only $12 with a student ID. A portion of the
proceeds will go to Brookhill Christian School.
The event has very limited seating so pre-reglster by
January 31 by sending an e-mail to
hearts4home@lgllde.net (Include name and phone
number) or by sending a fax to (540) 586-5555.

minor—YOUT 350, Campus Ministry, and YOUT
403, Professional Orientation to Youth Ministry.
Steve Vandegriff teaches both classes.
These classes are the last two that I need to
finish my minor and YOUT 403 is the one
that youth majors are supposed to take
In their final semester at Liberty. I realize that I am not a youth major, but It
One of the great things about being a senior, Is
Is my last semester and there was no
by this point, you know most of your professors
and classmates fairly well. This can be a bad thing way on earth that I was going to take
YOUT 302, where you have to plan
but mostly it Is good and it can make classes far
an entire year of activities for an
more interesting.
• This semester, 1 only have one class In my major. Imaginary youth group.
Because 1 am such a talented and
And, well, the Champion staff makes up a large
outspoken student (cough, cough),
portion of that class. Our faculty adviser, Mrs.
Dr. Vandegriff knows me
Huff, also teaches 1L
quite well. And, because
Now, this class Is great fun, not only because I
he took 14 youth majors
know pretty much everyone In it, but also because
it is a class about magazine and feature writing. As and minors (well, at
least one actually had
I am the Llfel (otherwise know as feature) editor,
no Interest In being a
you can probably guess that I rather like the subyouth major or minor,
ject matter as well.
although I believe the
No offense to Mrs. Huff, but my favorite classes
this semester are In my minor. 1 am a youth minor trip might have con(how that goes with COMS we're not quite sure, but verted him), Including
myself, on a trip to
hey, there's no end to the fun we have). This semesJamaica last year, we
ter I am taking two youth classes to finish my

leeannlivesay

Future Youth Workers of
America Unite!

Favorite Super Hero: Snoopy,
because he always rescues the
day and puts a bright smile on my
face.
What do you think about soccer? I like soccer... I have never
played it... I really don't know
much about it.
Favorite Disney Movie: "The Lion
KingDream Job: To work in the mission
field and to be a mom.
Hobbies: Scrap booking, photography, listening to music and singing.
Favorite Band: Dave Matthews
Favorite Marriott Food:
Quesadillas.
Where do you work? LIGHT
Ministries.
What do you like most about
your job? The family-like atmosphere.
- Compiled by Liza del Cid, reporter

Well, he does It anyway and I guess I will live.
all know each other and him rather well. As a side
Besides, If it weren't for his picking on me In class, I
note, taking 14 youth majors anywhere Is a dangerous proposition. But, Dr. Vandegriff Is talcing us wouldn't have anything fun to write about this
to Canada this year, and in Canada he could get week.
As I said earlier, I have him for two classes.
hurt even worse.
So, when he walked Into his YOUT 403 YOUT 350 Is campus ministry and it's a fun class
as well, although 1 am much more subdued in
on the llrst day of classes, he Inwardly
there because I don't have the evil influence of my
groaned when he saw Shauna, Emily,
friend Daneal, who is a youth major.
Daneal and me sitting quietly (yeah,
Anyway, it's fun being a youth minor. You get to
whatever) in his class. We had all gone
know people who will never grow up beyond what
to Jamaica last spring, and he knew
they are now. Classes are no end of fun, because
what studious and serious people we
they are taught by youth pastors. My youth pastor
are and he knew that he would not
In
high school was a product of Liberty, so I've seen
have a bit of trouble from us. I mean,
them once they've left here. It's great fun.
come on now, how much trouble can four girls be?
Because 1 promised my fellow future youth
workers that 1 would end this on a serious note,
I am also probably the
only one In that class that here goes. You can see that youth majors are perfectly suited to their vocation. In what other Job
Is not a youth ministries
would
you get paid to hang out with (also known as
major. Dr. Vandegriff is
"hanging out with purpose") and befriend
also well aware of this, so
teenagers? They are perfectly suited to this
he picks on me in class.
Now, I ask you, what have because In some ways they have never grown up
and therefore can get along very well with teens.
I ever done to deserve
being picked on In class
1 have to get at least one quotefromDr. Vandebecause I am a Communi- griff in here, so I will throw in my favorite: "If you
cation Studies major?
don't know how to do it, fake it."
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M'Basketball:
Continued from page 10
But the Flames weren't
finished yet, they reciprocated with a 12-1 run of their
own, tying the game at 54.
High Point went back In
front on two free throws by
Van Weerdhulzen (17 points)

W'Basketball: Late run beats Radford, 62-52

Falls to High Point, 73-58

and with less than eight
minutes to play High Point
led by two, but Beeler (12
points, six reb., four steals)
picked up his fourth foul
and Joined Caldwell, who
was called for his fourth foul
Just minutes earlier, on the
bench. And that's when the

trouble started. "We had a
group of guys In the game
who would shut them
down...we had momentum
going, but the thing that
hurt us tonight was our foul
trouble," Hanklnson said.
Not only were the Flames
In foul trouble, but their
shots weren't falling either.
Liberty shot just 34 percent
In the second half, Including
1-12 from three-point range.
High Point led by seven >
with Just over five minutes
to play when Travis
Elsentrout connected on his
only three of the game and
the Flames only field goal In
the final 10 minutes. "I can't
get Vincent, Travis
Elsentrout and Chris
Caldwell better looks. I mean
they had wide-open looks,"
Hanklnson said. "Our shot
selection wasn't too bad
tonight. We had good open
looks. We didn't make the
three."
Clinging to a four point
edge with five minutes to go,
High Point closed out the
game with an 11-0 run,
making eight of its final 10
free throws, while the
Flames continued their futility from long range.
High Point improved to 33 in Conference while the
Flames dropped to 1-5. The
Flames will host Elon at
7:30 tonight in the Vines
Center.

JOHN FISHER

ABOVETHE RIM—Sophomore Phil Ward leaps over opponents and teammates alike to put back an errant shot against High Point last Thursday.

LU offers 'just for fun' bowling league
By Kate Boylan, reporter

that it is Just for fun.
The league starts on Monday, Jan. 26 and lasts all
semester. The only week off will
be the week of spring break in
March.
"None of us are that good,"
Dodge said when asked about
the league. "We Just play to
have fun."
Dodge started the league
last semester with a few guys
from Dorm 6.
The league now has almost
20 people involved— almost as
many girls as guys.

Are you looking to get
Involved In some kind of fun
extracurricular activity at Liberty? Join the Monday night
bowling league! Jeremy Dodge
heads up a "Just for fun" bowling league, meeting on Monday
nights at 9:30 p.m. at the AMF
Lynchburg Lanes behind
Wachovia.
The league Is not competitive and no one needs experience to join. The element most
stressed about this league is

Two people play on a team
and each person pays $5 for
three games and shoes.
Members of the league do
not have to pay full price to
bowl at AMF when they practice
on nights other than Monday,
which the team members enjoy.
"This league has really gotten me interested in
bowling...it's a lot of fun and I
would definitely encourage a lot
of people to do it!" James Klrshberger, a member of the bowling league since its beginning,
said.

SnuJaLm

Black History Monti
February 2002

Friday

Remembering the Past that
Changed Our Future

Feb. 1

Opening Ceremony
1 0 : 0 0 A M - V i n e s Center
Co-sponsored by (he Spiritual Life Office

Celebrating Black History Month is
about reflecting on the struggles and
accomplishments of people of color.
These people made life decisions that
created a better future for us today.
We all must look back at where this
great Nation came from, in order
,i+k „^
to see where we are going.

Sunday

C e l e b r a t i o n of Praise a n d W o r s h i p Service

Feb. 3

4 : 3 0 P M - Schilling's Center

Continued from page 8
High Point got it to within eight points with
10 minutes left, but the Lady Flames ended
the game In high fashion with a 27-10 run to
end the scoring. The key to the game for
Liberty was likely their defense. The Lady
Flames held High Point to 26 percent (18-70)
shooting for the game. Liberty also dominated
points In the paint, holding a 46-10 edge in
that category. Merlbeth Feenstra added eight
points and 10 boards while Monique Leonard
dished out a career-high eight assists. Narelle
Henry was the high scorer for High Point as
she accounted for 13 points.
The weekend ended on a high note for the
Lady Flames, but not before a struggle with
their archrlvals from Radford. Liberty
improved to 12-7 overall and 6-1 in the Big
South Conference with a gritty win over the
Lady Highlanders, 62-52. Freshman Katie
Feenstra had another impressive showing off
the bench scoring a team-high 16 points while
grabbing five rebounds In Just 17 minutes.
Midway through the second half, the game
was tied at 44, when Liberty made its move
and put the game away, ending Radford's
three-game winning streak. Radford's Kylle
Williamson led all scorers with 20 points.
Liberty got off on the right foot, Jumping to an
early 10-2 Just five minutes into the contest.
After Radford went on a short run midway
through the half, Liberty regained its composure and a seven-point lead for a 29-22 half
time advantage. Liberty maintained their lead
for the first half of the second half until an
11-4 run by Radford tied the game at 44.
Liberty's Susan Foreid scored to put the

JOHN FISHER

SCORE—Katie Feenstra makes a layup look easy.
Flames up 46-44 with seven minutes left.
Radford would get no closer. Kristal Tharp
added 12 points and three steals. The win put
Liberty back into a first place tie in the conference with Elon, after Elon fell to High Point
on Saturday 83-82. The Lady Flames return to
action Monday, Feb. 4 as they travel to UNCAsheville. The Flames return home on Feb. 7
as they play host to Winthrop.

Flames B'ball news, notes and comments
By Wes Rickards and Robbie Adams
The return of Katie Feenstra
has given the Flames a tremedous advantage over the competition, as the freshman has
returned to action from an early
season knee injury. In her first
week of collegiate ball, she was
named the Big South Rookie of
the Week and may have a lock
on the title if she continues her
strong play.
Still absent from competition
is Michelle Fricke, the Big
South preseason player of the
year. Fricke played only five
games before suffering a high
ankle injury.
"She's disappointed... She
can't even run," Coach Green
said. "(The injury is] one level
from the worst possible scenario."
A medical red-shirt is not out
of the question for Fricke.
With only one win against a
Division I opponent to show for
three months of play, the men's
basketball team is "disappointed, but not discouraged,"
according to Coach Hanklnson.
So far, the youthful Flames
(with nine freshmen and sophomores) have not yet been able to
adjust to play on the collegiate

level or mesh as a team. However, Hankinson is hoping the
team "can peak tournament
time."
Topping Hankinson's
recruiting wish list are "bonaflde" point guards; the coach is
planning on getting a high
school senior and a junior college transfer for next year. As
for a quick fix solution to the
team's woes from the one-spot,
sophomore J.R. Nicholas may
begin to see some starts.
Beginning to blossom for Liberty is Phil Ward, who scored 15
and eight points in the last two
games. Ironically though, his
biggest score didn't even
count— Ward leapt over an
opposing High Point defender to
dunk back a rebound, but was
later whistled for an offensive
foul. One thing is for certain
though; Vince Carter wouldn't
have gotten that call.
Also coming along for the
Flames is Torin Beeler, who has
done a "remarkable" Job for the
Flames defensively, including
shutting down one of the top
guards in the league, Elon's
Brendon Rowell, earlier this
season. Beeler, who also has a
black-belt in karate, was a perfect 6-6 for 12 points against

Co-sponsored by tfie Spiritual Life Office

Fri. - Sun.

H e r i t a g e F i l m Festival: Roots

Feb. 15-17

7 : 0 0 P M - D a v i d ' s Place i

Wednesday

Soul Food N i g h t

Feb. 20

4 : 3 0 P M - Reber T h o m a s D i n i n g H a l l

« > . M . . I in

www.painted-forest.com

Co-Sponsored by S o d e x h o

i

'1

MISO

Salurday

Trip to Booker T. W a s h i n g t o n M e m o r i a l

Feb. 23

1:00 P M - Y o u must RSVP @

Good for Two Free Gun Rentals
and Field Fees

Come see us at our new
retail store!

582-2688

14307 Wards Road

Directions: Take 29 south,
about one mile past the
Lynchburg
iWentureGan^s,^'
Regional Airport on the left.

C l a s s i f i e d s
Rates:
Open/Commercial

Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

®m

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pi) .1 time charge

$3.67 - 1st 15 words
24B; each word over 15

(804) 582-2128

.

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

•Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

F# r

Re i t

Ftr

Includes one Classic Sampler.

Symbols to choose
Stars: * + *
Checks: • • •

Sale

Fort Hill
'Immaculate - furnished 2-room
apartment - main level in private
home. New carpet, vinyl, freshly
painted.
6-month
lease.
$325/month. Prefer someone quiet

FOR SALE: Computer desk and
matching shelf. Natural wood and
iron. Brand New condilion. Slideout keyboard shelf. $45 Call 5822128 and ask for Flaine.

• Two bedroom duplex. Hardwood
floors. Kitchen with dining area.
Couple preferred. One year lease.
$350/month

'99 Hundai Flanlra for sale. Good
condition, $7,000 OBO. Musi sell.
Call 385-1335.

••Above apartments 10 minules
from LU. No pels. Call 239-3338
and leave message.

42 more days unil Spring
Break!

M

classic sampler
entree 3.19

50K
$1.00
$1.50

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.

$2(

PAINTED FOREST'14307 Wards Road-Lynchburg VA 24502 .(434)237-8774

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Coupon good for one
use by bearer only
No reproductions
Coupon has no cash value
We appreciate your business
and hope to see you often
Call for more info: 237-8774
Expires: May 1,2002

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.75 - 1st 15 words
18(t each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

High Point last Thursday, grabbing six rebounds in the
process.
Lost in all the youthful hype
is a player with an upside that
any coach would beg for out of a
senior leader. Chris Caldwell
could be shooting 30 times a
game or be complaining about
the lack of experience he is
forced to deal with in his final
season. However, Caldwell has
turned out to be the ultimate »
team player and has helped his
youthful teammates in a slow
maturing process,
Travis Elsentrout is another
of Liberty's young players, who
was an attractive pickup for the
Flames after he decided against
attending West Virginia. Elsentrout has been anything but
shy in his freshman season,
shooting 39-130 from behind
the three-point arc through last
Thursday's High Point game.
Many think it is only a matter of
time before he improves on his
30 percent shooting and
becomes a player that can
break a game wide open. It Is
the Flames hope that all of the
upstart players can stick
around for years to come and
gel into one of the best teams in
Big South history.

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: * r » W
Arrows: > • » •

Help Waited

LYNCHBURG: 2629 Wards Rd./832-uoo
One coupon per person, per visit at participating
I jrtiii s' Restaurants only Eirjlm 3/31/02

Child Care needed in my home in
Forest. 1 boy, second grade. 3-5:30
I'M M-F. Call 534-9385 or 5348759.

Busperson
wanted.
Weekend
evenings Apply in person between 2
and 4 pm weekdays at ihe Main St.
liatery - 907 Main St. in Lynchburg.

j * l out oftffastudents read the
w
^^
Champion.
Classified Advertising Works!
Call us today to place your classified ad.

pizza meal
deal 2.69

3.49

Includes Double Slice Pizza
(Cheese or Pepperoni) & Soft Drink.

Limited time only.
Participating restaurants only.

LYNCHBURG: 2619 Wards R d . / 8 ) 2 - t 2 0 0
Una coupon pai person, per visit at paiticipaling
taiolis' HesUwants only Eitlru 9/3IAB

t
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Softball team eager for season to start
mid-season form.
Another key returner Is Junior
ouflelder Allison Terry. Terry
The Lady Flames Softball team
Is less than three weeks away from started all 64 games last season,
and Is described as a "great defenItsfirstgame of the season, and
sive outfielder." Offensively, she
the players are anxiously looking
was fourth on theteamwith 15
forwardtoOpening Day. Last
RBI In 2001 and smacked two
year'steamfinished18-46 after
home runs In a game against top
being upset by Elon In the Big
25 opponent Virginia Tech In the
South Tournament, and both the
fall season.
players and the coaches are eager
to erase the memoriesfromthat
Sophomore Lauren Hahn also
admittedly "marginal" season.
returnstothe Lady Flames outfield. Hahn started In centerfleld
This year's version of the Lady
as a freshman, but spent the fall
Flames returns only six players
recoveringfroma series of ankle
from 200 l.and will feature lOnew
sprains. She Is practicing at full
faces In the lineup. Head Coach
speed now for the first time since
Paul Wetmore says that although
last May, and hopestobuild on
histeamIs young, It Is loaded with
her 2001 season In which she was
talent and anyone who thinks last
third on the team In hits (40) and
year's record Is any Indication of
RBI (18), and led the team with 19
what thisteamis capable of will be
runs scored.
sorely mistaken.
Junior Amanda Goc will provide
Liberty only has six players on
the leadership on the Lady Flames
Its rosterwlth Division I experiInfield. A remarkably versatile athence, but the coaching staff is confident that those six will be able to lete, Goc has played all four Infield
positions at Liberty. Last season
provide excellent leadership and
she had the highest batting avermake life easy for the newcomers.
age (.228) of any returning player.
One of the most highly praised
Among the firstyearplayers,
returnees Is sophomore pitcher All
Junior Mary Beth Kennell Is
Thompson. Last season Thompexpectedtomake the biggest
son earned 12 out of the Lady
ImpacL Coach Wetmore described'
Flames' 18 wins, had team-bests
Kennell, a two-time junior college
in ERA (1.83) Innings pitched
Ail-American, as a "sure-handed
(177.1) and strikeouts (155), and
shortstop who knows the game,
was a First Team All-Conference
can hit for power, and will drive in a
selection. Thompson did not praclot of runs for us from the cleanup
tice with the team In the fall after
spot"
undergoing successful shoulder
Another rookie, Jennifer Hurley
surgery In Jury but has rejoined
will split the pitching workload with
theteam.AccordingtoCoach WetThompson. Not a typical freshman,
more, she Is already throwing with
By Kyk? Adams, reporter

FILE PHOTO

SLICE— Jnnior co-captain Alison Cho will provide much-needed veteran
leadership for a young women's tennis team this season.

Tennis prepares for season
expected to be rock solidforthe
men'steamthis season. "One,
two and three had good seasons
Expectations are funny
last year," Hubbard said. The top
things. They aren't In any way
three singles spots will be hantangible, but they can be the
dled by Junior co-captaln
deciding factor In a team's seaRichard Shlnozaki, senior coson. And while Liberty's men's
captaln Bruno Coelho and
and women's tennis teams have
senior Andrei Cotuna.
completely different expectations
Hubbard said,"Vfe should
for their seasons, this spring,
make a run at the [conference]
their relative success may be
depending on how we play at the
measured In how they handle
lower end of the ladder. The four,
their expectations.
five and six spots this year." The
four, five and six spots will be
This Is Just the second year of
handled byfreshmanLute Rino
the women's program and as
and
sophomores Joel Moylan
such, they are still trying to
and
Ernesto Majagrlno. The
establish themselves. However,
team also will receive contribuBve of the nine players on the
tions from freshmen Keenan Bell
women's roster are freshmen
and Daniel Blanchard.
Including the team's No. 1 singles player Andreea Cotuna.
There are also two new additions to theteamthis year that
Threefreshmenwill also be
are having a positive Impact on
competing for the two through
five singles spots. Those compet- the tennis programs atLlberty.
Assistant coach, Nathalie Porting for the two throughfivespots
mann, arrived last fall and as
will befreshmenCarrie Cragen,
Maria Sole, Elizabeth Cleavenger Hubbard said. The single greatest Impact to myteamIs my
and junior co-captain, Alison
assistant coach and It would be
Cho.
unreasonable to even try to
Men's and women's tennis
explain
her contribution."
coach, Larry Hubbard, said,
The second addition is that
"Boy, she [Cho) could be on the
Liberty now has an Indoor facilverge of a breakout year." Comity with whichtowork.
peting for thefinalsingles spot
This fall The Sports Racket,
andfillingthe doubles ranks will
118 Davis Cup Road, has agreed
bejunior co-captaln, Brook Garto allow Liberty'stennisteams to
man, freshman walk-on Amber
practice and play some of their its
Barrett, sophomore April Herindoor courts. "Having an Indoor
rmann, andfreshmanBethany
facility is huge from a recruiting
Allen.
stand point," Hubbard said.
The men's team enters the
AccordingtoHubbard, 75
season with higher expectations,
percent of thetennismatches
and with higher expectations
this year will be dual matches
comes more pressure. "The
and he likes it that way. Hubbard
expectations are greater than my
hopes that Interaction between
previous two seasons. Our level
his
men's and women's team at
ofathletic ability and tennis
these
dual matches will help
experience Is the best that It has
both
teams.
The menraisethe
been since IVe been here and I
bar
for
the
women
Intermsof fitthlnkl can honestly say that this
ness
and
their
level
of play. The
Is the best overall team depth
women
raise
the
bar
Intermsof
andtennisstrength Liberty has
chemistry and tryingtorelax
ever had," Hubbard said.
with all the pressure," Hubbard
The top three singles players
said.
and the doubles play are
By Chris Humphreys, reporter

It Is unfairtocall her Inexperienced
after starting allfiveof Liberty's
games in the fall, compiling a 3-2
record, a respectable 3.58 ERA and
20 strikeouts In 32.2 Innings.
Anotherfreshmanprojected to
make a large contribution Is
catcher Amanda Maska. Coming
out of high school, Maska was
highly recruited by a number of
thetopprograms in the country,
chose Liberty, then led the team
with eight hits Ihfivefall games.
Coach Wetmore described Maska
as a "Ricky Henderson-type leadoff
hitter," a legitimate home run
threat who runs the bases really
well.
In a preseason poll released last
week, Liberty was picked to finish
fourth In the Big South. Coach
Wetmore offered this response:
"Frankly, I don't care." And while

he agreed that defending conference champion Coastal Carolina Is
the teamtobeat, he stressed that
the Chanticleers look far from
unbeatable. The coaching staff
hopes the team willfinda way to
turn their biggest weaknessInexperience— Into their greatest
strength. Thisteamis loaded with
newcomers who do not know who
Is supposedtowin, nor do they
care.
All they know Is that fromtopto
bottom, their lineup Is more balanced than It ever has been, the
Lady Flames are better defensively
than they were a season ago. This
fearless group has the expectationstoplay hard, play with confidence, and pursue a goal even
higher than wins and losses.
That's our focus, to bring glory to
God," Coach Wetmore explained.

FILE PHOTO

UNITY— The softball team will work as a team for the championship.

Five Football players named to l-AA All-Independent team
ByWesRickards,assL sports editor

While the men's basketball
team Is lookingtothe future with
its youthful players, the football
team Is reaping the benefits of its
young playersrightnow.
Five members of the football
team (four ofwhich are underclassmen)freshmenVerondre
Barnes and Daniel Thomas,
sophomores Adrian Hall and
Kendrick Howard and junior Jay
Kelley were namedtothe I-AA allIndependent team.
Barnes, who cametoLiberty
along with 21 other players In
Coach Karcher's first recruiting
class, was an Immediate impact for
the program. Before Barnes, the
Flames averaged 2.0yards per
rush,resultingin six touchdowns
In 2000. Last year, Barnes led a
rejuvenated Flames offense with
654 net yards rushing, a freshman
record.
"We knew he had all the ability
in the world," Karcher said of
Barnes. "He has all the talent to be
a great college player."
ThetoweringDaniel Thomas, a
6-8 wide reclever, was a red-shirt
freshman in 2000, partly due to
the fact that the Flames already
had three competent wide
receivers. Trey Miller, Gavin Kralik
and Greg Lang on their roster. But
with the departure of all three,
Thomas was given the opportunity

a great person," Karcher said. "He
represents Liberty both on and off
the field."
Thefiveplayers were selected by
the sports Information directors
from each of the 12 NCAA I-AA
Independentteams,as well as several other neutral SIDs.
"Any time your players can get a
reward like this," Karcher said, "It's
great for a growing program."

to shine.
"[Thomas] had a very good
year," Karcher said. "He is an
exceptional athlete."
Thomas was the leading
receiver for the Flames this past
year, picking up 575 receiving
yards, also a freshmanrecord;he
also completed the season as the
second-best freshmanreceiverin
the nation.
Sophomore Adrian Hall, playing
In hisfirstcollegiate season (Hall
sat out the 2000 seasontomeet
academic requirements) performed
a dual role for the Flames last year,
playing as a receiver and on liberty's special teams as a punt and
kick returner. He amassed over
1,000 yards for his roles, and also
finished 19th In the nation In punt
returns, picking up 247 yards on
18 carries.
"It's a well-deserved award for
Hall," Karcher said. "He's an offensive threat, and the future is ahead
ofhim."
Sophomore linebacker
Kendrick Howard anchored the
Flames defense, leading Liberty In
several categories. Howard picked
up 91 tackles, 56 unassisted stops
and 13 tackles for a loss, each of
which were also team-bests.
Howard also finished seven of 11
games with eightormore tackles
for LU In 2001.

get better," Karcher said of Howard.
Junior Jay Kelley rounded out
the postseason honors for the
Flames, as the kicker/punter led
liberty for the third consecutive
year In scoring. Kelley converted
on 8-of-12 field goals and 25-of-26
PATs for 49 points, and also provided Liberty with an extra leg as
he took over the punting duties
halfway through the season.
"I think Jay's a great kicker and

"He's a very good athlete. He's
very young and well look for him to

GIVE IT THE BOOT— Junior Jay Kelley and four other Flames football
players were honored by the NCAA as I-AA independent all-stars.

Support Flames
Basketball
Jan. 29 at 7:30 p.m.

vs. Elon

FILE PHOTO

TANNING
2 Weeks Unlimited Tanning

$1-795

GREAT TANS
7705 Tlmberlake Rd.
(434) 237-2005
Minutes from L.U. &CVCC Campus

17

TAN WITHOUT SAND
4119 Boonsboro Rd.
(434) 384-5359
Minutes from L.C. & Randolph Macon

• Student Discounts • Clean & Private • Professional Staff •
Extended Hours • Wolff System Beds, Booths and Speed Tanners
Coupon Expires 12-15-02

MAIM S T
eatery and catering co.
A comfortable but elegant restaurant
on historic Main Street in the heart
of old town Lynchburg
Luncheon • Dinner • Catering • Take-out

907 main st.

• lynchburg, va 24504

847-2526
mmiaa
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TRACK & FIELD
• 2 / 1 , VPI Pentathalon,
Blacksburg, Va. 10 a.m.

orts
JANUARY

29, 2002

-
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MEN'S B'BALL
• Today vs. Eton, 7:30 p.m.,
Vines Center
• 2/2 at Coastal, 7:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S B'BALL
• 2/4 at UNCA, 7 p.m.
• 2/7 vs. Winthrop, 7 p.m.,
Vines Center

HOCKEY
• 2/1 at Maryland, 11 p.m.
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Radford cruises past Flames
By John Farcl, sports editor

wesrickards

NBA&NFL
REFLECTIONS
With teams in the NBA reaching
the hallway mark In their schedule
and the All-Star game right around
the corner, I'm going to take a
moment to look back and see exactly what's been going on during
another unique NBA season.
Has there been any bigger surprise In basketball than the New
Jersey Nets? Here's an entire franchise (my hometown team, by the
way) that's been hammered by bad
luck and injuries, yet has managed
to turn It all around because of the
unselfish play of the best point
guard in the league, Jason Kldd.
These guys are poised to make It
to— what we consider In Jersey to
be the sports Valhalla— the playoffs.
But on the West Coast, making
the playoffs Isn't necessariry a
causeforcelebration, much less the
same type of party you'd expect In
New Jersey. In fact, the Nets, with
the best record In the East (as of
Sunday), would be a No. 6 seed If
they played In the Western
Conference, behind the Kings,
Mavericks, Lakers, Spurs and
Wolves. It's sad, realty, how the
eventual NBA champion may have a
more difficult time winning In the
opening round of the playoffs than
In the NBA finals.
But the season is still young and
j the playoffs are months away so it
would be rather foolish to speak of
the postseason when we haven't
' even gotten to All-Star weekend.
\ Regardless, here's to the Nets for
5 doing a 180 and bringing Joy for the
; first time that we in the Garden
State have seen since, well, ever.
There isnt as much Joy on the
other side of theriverthough, with
the New York Knlcks getting my
nod for "disappointment of the
year." We'd be quick to applaud
' former Knlcks'coach Jeff Van
. Gundy for resigning before his exteam tail-spinned its way to a 4-16
record In his absence, but this was a
team that has overachieved for the
; last few years. They play day-ln and
i day-out with a playmaking point
I guard and are undersized at the
I center position, which says a lot conl slderinghcwdirjitauttvetherestof
i the centers In the East are. The onty
j thing these guys should look forward
\ to now is the NBAtotteryand hope
I they can pick up a player that can
I turn the team around, someone they
\ havent had since Patrick Ewing.
Moving right along.. .It's the Rams
I and Patriots, eh? I'm goingtohave
to pick St Louis in this one. For
starters, IfindIt really difficult to
root against guys like the Rams'
Aeneas Williams and Kurt Warner
I when they unapologetlcalty give the
| victory credittoGod during the postI game interview. Secondly, the
f Patriots'offense probably won't be
| able to match whatever numbers the
\ SL Louis, ak.a. "The Greatest Show
I on Turf offense will put up this
\ Sunday.
I Besides, New England doesnt
t even know who'll be taking the
I snapsforthem In Super Bowl
I XXXVI. After all, the recently injured
I Tom Brady hasnt proven himself to
be a big-game quarterback In my
book (if he plays, he'll be the most
inexperienced quarterback in Super
Bowl history) and back-up QB Drew
Bledsoe is lucky to be alive right
\ now, considering the Internal bleed\ ing Injuries he suffered earlier Oils
l season
As for my pick, I'm saying that SL
Louis will take one step closer to
\ establlslilng a dynasty by winning Its
second championship In three years,
I picking up a 31-17 victory.

The Flames got off to a good start
In last Saturday's contest against the
defending regular season Big South
Champion Radford Highlanders. The
Flames silenced the Dedmon Center
by scoring the first six points of the
contest and led 9-3 seven minutes
into the game. But after a slow start,
Radford's offense came to life
outscoring the Flames 37-10 during
the remainder of the half. The Flames
outscored the Highlanders in the second half, but the 21-point deficit was
too much to overcome as Radford
held on for a 79-60 victory, handing
the Flames their fourth straight loss.
Although Radford trailed early in
the first half, they eventually began

to take advantage of the Flames
turnovers and poor shooting. The
Flames' turnover problems were
especially evident early on as they
committed 10 in the first 12 minutes
of the game. For Liberty the turnover
problems persisted, all told, they tallied 28 resulUng in 34 points for the
Highlanders.
Meanwhile, Radford began to show
why they are the top three-point
shooting team In the league, connecting on five of their 10 threes in the
first half.
The Flames outscored the
Highlanders In the second half and
despite the scoreboard there were
positives. The Flames neutralized the
Highlanders advantage In the paint,
holding the league's top center, 7-foot

260 pound Andrey Savtchenko, to
just six points and two field goals.
The Flames also shut down the
league's top three-point threat,
Raymond "Peanut" Arrington, limiting
him to five points on 2-11 shooting
and 1.-8 from three-point.
While the Flames stopped
Savtchenko and Arrlngton, the
Flames had no such luck with Correy
Watklns, the team's third leading
scorer. The Flames could have
expected a good game from Watklns,
a senior, but they probably didn't
expect Radford freshman and sophomore guards David Popoola and Ray
Nolles to combine for 29 points and
six of the team's 10 three-pointers.
Popoola was averaging around seven
points a game but Nolles had Just

two and a half. Three of Nolles treys
came In the second half and thwarted any chance of a Liberty comeback.
Twice in the second half the
Flames cut the lead to 17, but
Radford was quick to answer, eventually pushing the lead to 28 with over
six minutes to go. However, the
Flames closed out with an 11-2 run
before falling 70-51.
Leading the Flames in scoring was
Vincent Okotle with 15 points on 610 shooting. Okotle also finished
with two of the Flames six threepointers. J.R. Nicholas and Travis
Eisentrout each added eight points
and Torin Beeler finished with seven.
In addlUon to turnovers, the
Flames struggled from the freethrow
line, hitting Just 10-20.

Lady Flames down HP, Radford
By Chris Foster, reporter

The Lady Flames had a busy week In
the Big South Conference. The week
began with an impressive showing by
Eton on Monday at Alumni Gym, then
pitted the Flames in a home game
against conference foe High Point and
culminated with a showdown Saturday
night at archrival Radford.
The Monday night game featured the
top twoteamsin the Big South Conference, as Liberty stood at a very familiar
4-0 in the conference while Eton was off
to a surprising 5-0 start in conference
play. Eton's Holly Andrews scored a
game high 24 points and point guard
Jayme Chikos tallied a double-double
with 10 points and 10 assiststohand
Liberty itsfirstconference loss of the
year 68-59.
Afterfindingthemselves down by six
early in thefirsthalf, the Lady Flames
responded with a 14-6 run to close the
halfwith a 28-26 advantage. Liberty
stretched its leadto34-28 two minutes
into the second half, but the Phoenix
answered with an impressive 24-9 run
to give them a 52-43 lead, one which
they would never relinquish.
"We're doing and we're giving the
effort that it takestobe champions,"
said Liberty Coach Carey Green, whose
team had its six-game winning streak
snapped at the hands of the Phoenix.
Tm proud of the effort at times, but at
times we're not (doing what It takes).
We're not doing the things we needtobe
successful and that was obvious tonight
We're goingtohavetoimprove in several
areas."
The Flames got as close as four, at 5753, with four minutes remaining but
would get no closer as the Phoenix held
on for the nine-point victory. It was obvious that Coach Green thought that they
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WORKING IN THE P A I N T - • Freshman guard Stephanie Walker penetrates Panthers defense and puts in a layup last Thursday night

had a chancetoget back in the game,
but they lailedtofinishthe comeback.
"In the last four minutes, we were
down four points," Green said. "We had
plenty of timetoturn the game around.
Whether we're up four or down four,
there are a lot of things that can happen
and we didn't make it happen at that
point in time."
Freshman Stephanie Walker paced

the Flames with 12 points, while
Kristina Usalte pulled down a career
high nine rebounds. Kristal Tharp added
nine points and four boards.
Thursday night, the Lady Flames had
a chancetoredeem themselves, and
they did. Liberty took out its frustration
of the loss earlier in the weektoEton, by
drubbing the Lady Panthers 75-49toup
their record to 11 -7,5-1 in the confer-

ence. Freshman center Katie Feenstra
scored a game high 17 points while grabbing eight rebounds. High Point fellto711 overall and 2-4 in the conference. Liberty found itself down two at 14-12 midway through thefirsthalf, but 15-9 run
to close the half gave them a six-point
half time edge.
Please see WBASNETBALL, page 8
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Fouls, poor shooting doom
Flames against High Point
High Point pulls away
late against Liberty
By John Farel, sports editor

After tying the game at 54 with 10
minutes to play, the Flames faltered
down the stretch, as starters Chris
Caldwell and Torin Beeler each
picked up their fourth foul within a
three-minute span and were forced
to the bench. High Point responded
by scoring 19 of the game's final 23
points on its way to a 73-58 victory
Thursday night in the Vines Center.
"Had we not been in foul trouble,
and been able to sustain that
momentum, 1 think we stood a better
chance of winning this game,"
Flames Coach Mel Hankinson said.
The Flames torrid shooting 52percent from the field— including a
perfect 4-4 from Torin Beeler— kept
them In the game in the first half.
After a back and forth battle for

most of the half, including nine lead
changes, High Point opened up a
seven point lead with Just over four
minutes to play on a three-pointer
by Dustin Van Weerdhuizen.
After the Flames cut the lead to
five on the ensuing possession, High
Point answered again, with Its fifth
three-pointer of the half to push the
lead to eight. However, it would be
the Flames who would take the
momentum Into the half, closing out
with a 9-3 run, thanks to several key
plays by sophomore Philip Ward, one
of which, a tip dunk, was disallowed
as Ward was whistled for going over
the back.
Carrying the momentum into the
second half the Flames scored the
first four points to take a 38-36
lead. However, High Point tied the
game at 38 and went on to hit five
straight three-pointers to take the
lead, 53-42, with over 14 minutes to
play.
Please see M'BASKETBALL, page 8

JOHN FISHER

SKY— Torin Beeler puts in two of his 12 points on 6-6 shooting against High Point.

